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CHAPTER!

Introduction
In the twenty-first century the technology revolution will move into the
everyday, the small and the invisible. The impact of technology will increase
ten -fold as it is imbedded in the fabric of everyday life. l

Phase Shift
Somewhen, in the not-too-distant future, Anne comes home from work. As she
turns into the driveway of the family home, the garage door opens automatically,
the home having anticipated her arrival. She gets out of the car and walks through
a door that has been unlocked for her and into the kitchen. As she enters, she calls
out, "any messages"? The communication system that is an integral part of intelligent technology installed in the home responds: "Richard will be at least half an
hour late, and Jennie is having dinner at her friend Sharon's house:' Anne goes
upstairs, to the bedroom she shares with her husband (Richard). The house has
turned on lights so she can see her way, and has a hot shower waiting for her in
the bathroom she and Richard share. She showers, dresses and comes down to set
the table for the dinner she and Richard will share. The house has cooked the
main dish-a casserole she left before she went to work. As Ann sets the table, the
house reminds her that she and Richard are expected at a dinner party the following evening.
Another somewhen, in the same not-too-distant future: Richard leaves home and
drives to his office. As he nears the parking garage, the gate opens for him to enter;
his aSSigned parking place is empty and as he walks toward the elevator he will
take to his office, it arrives, ready to take him to his floor. Like the home he shares
with Anne, the parking garage is equipped with embedded, intelligent technology

Alexandru Tugui, "Calm Technologies in a Multimedia World, " Ubiquity (March 23, 2004): 5, http://
www.acm.org/ubiquity/views/v5i4_tugui.html(quoting Mark Weiser).
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that anticipates his arrival based on signals from sensors embedded in his vehicle.
Intelligent technology in his office receives those signals and advises the coworkers with whom Richard will be meeting that he has arrived and will be in his
office within a few minutes.
Same somewhen: Richard walks into his office and has a conversation with its
intelligent technology. He asks about the meeting, and is told everyone is present
and will be assembling in the meeting room in fifteen minutes. The communication
system in his office tells him he has received four voicemails and twenty-five emails;
in response to Richard's asking for details, it tells him whom each message is from
and summarizes the content. Richard instructs the system to send a customized
response to each message, telling each person he will respond in detail later. He also
asks about, and is updated on, the status of several pending matters.
A different somewhen, in the rather-more-distant future: Anne leaves home on
her way to work. She gets into her automated motor vehicle and instructs it to
take her to an office building on the far side of town, where she has an early
meeting. As the vehicle complies, Anne uses the interactive technology installed
in the vehicle to check her voicemails and emails and to communicate with her
own, artificially intelligent office. By the time the vehicle drops her off at the front
of the building where her meeting will be held, she has dealt with several workrelated matters, spoken to her daughter'S teacher and made the final arrangements
for a vacation she, Richard and their daughter will take the following month.
An even more different somewhen, in the probably-fairly-distant future: Richard
gets up, breakfasts, interacts with the home technology on several domestic matters, showers, and dresses in comfortable clothes, after which he goes into the
room he and Anne use as a home office. They each have a physical office in a
remote building they can use if their actual presence is required there, for some
reason. For the most part, though, Anne and Richard, lil<e most people whose
work does not involve interacting with the physical environment, use their home
office if, indeed, that term is appropriate.
In this somewhen, Anne and Richard, lil<e most everyone, have a computer interface embedded in their brains. 2 This interface allows them to communicate

For a detailed description of what thi s might involve. see Ramez Naam . More Than Huma n (New York:
Broadway Books. 2005). 202-207.
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directly with anyone who has a similar implant; those with implants can
communicate verbally, using words, and they can also transmit images, sounds,
emotions, and even abstract ideas to each other.3Their neural interfaces also allow
them to communicate directly with computer systems that facilitate their interactions with other human beings by providing data, capturing the essence of what is
communicated, and storing that information for future reference. The interfaces
eliminate the need for face-to-face meetings, for the most part. Richard can sit in
his home office and interact with anyone, anywhere in the world, as long as they
have a compatible interface. Indeed, Richard could sit anywhere he liked and do
this, but he tends to prefer using a dedicated space that lets him concentrate on
the business matters at hand. Anne feels the same way.
A very, very different somewhen, in the presumably much-moredistant future:
Humans have, in varying degrees, become cyborgs-a fusion of human biology
and machine technology,'1The "Enhanced:' which is what those who have taken
this route call themselves,s are stronger, smarter and more attractive (in an evolved
way) than the few, stubborn "Naturals" who refuse machine enhancements. 6 The
Enhanced are also functionally immortal,? They, though, are not the only intelligent citizens of this alien future; these fundamentally biological intelligences share
this world with pure machine intelligences, conscious, self-aware nonbiological
entities that are, for all intents and purposes, the equal of Enhanced humans in
intelligence, creativity and emotional capacity.8 The Singularity-the point at
which technology irreversibly alters human life-has arrived. 9
We can reasonably assume that some variants of these not-too-distant and rathermore-distant futures will come to pass based on technologies already in existence
and those in development. No one knows if, or when, the Singularity will arrive;
no one knows what the future of machine intelligence, and our relationship with
it, will be.

See id.
See Joel Garreau, Radical Evolution (New York: Doubleday, 2004), 63. "Cyborg" is a human body that has
been "altered and augmented" with machine technology.
ee id. at 7-8.
6

See id. at 7-8.
See Ray Kurzwei l, Th e Sil1gularity Is Nea r (New York: Viking, 2005) , 324-325.
See id. at 316-3 17, 376-380.
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See Ga n'eau, Radical Evolutiol1, at 7.
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I am not a futurist and I lay no claim to being able to predict what the future has
in store for us. For that, I rely on the insights of many talented people who
are futurists and/or who understand where technology seems to be taking us.
My goal is not to write about technology as such, but to explore how technology
has, and will, affect law.

The Book
"Law and technology" is a common phrase, and many books (and articles) have
been written on the topic. You might wonder, then, why we need another book
dealing with "law and technology:'
This is not, exactly, a book about "law and technology:' It is about law, and
it is about technology, so in that sense it is a book about "law and technology:' This
book, however, is not concerned with parsing details of the relationship
that has so far existed between the two concepts. It does examine that relationship
as it has evolved over the last several millennia, but this examination
is merely a preface, an empirical foundation for the issue with which we are
really concerned.
That issue is how the traditional relationship between law and technology must
evolve to accommodate a fundamental shift in the nature of technology, one that
has already begun. This shift will transform how we "use" technology; more precisely, it will change our relationship with technology from "using" technology to
"interacting" with technology. As Chapter 6 explains, the shift will be the product
of evolving ambient, or "smart;' technologies.

Our history to date with technology has been one of "use" -an active, intelligent
human being "uses" passive, "dumb" technology (a simple tool or mechanical
device). Though many of these technologies are functionally complex, they operate only at the will of a human being; cars do not drive themselves, iPods do not
entertain themselves, and Roombas do not decide when floors need cleaning.
Some of these "dumb" technologies are able to carry out a level of activity on their
own, but they all ultimately depend on us for their implementation ... and their
purpose. Unless we give these technologies "life" and goals by intentionally "using"
them, they are nothing. Our laws assume this dynamic because it is all there has
ever been.
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Thanks to evolving computer technology, we are on the threshold of developing a
new dynamic-one that will involve "interaction" rather than "use:' This dynamic
is the product of new, "smart" technologies: "things that think;' as one expert
put it. IO Like their "dumb" predecessors, these "smart" technologies will exist to
help us, to serve us, to make our lives easier and more interesting. (Assuming,
of course, that the Terminator and other Franken-technology scenarios are indeed
fantasy, not prophecy.)
Unlike their "dumb" predecessors, which exist for essentially the same reasons, these
"smart" technologies will playa much more active role in our mutual endeavors.
Instead of my office being the passive context in which I "use" twentiethcentury-style "dumb" technology (a computer and a telephone, say), it becomes
my partner: My new, "smart" office manages my calendar, vets my incoming voice
and email communications, arranges my travel, handles research, creates presentations for me, and otherwise plays an active, essential role in my professional
life. II This is only one example of how "smart" technology can, and will, be integrated into our lives; it will definitely not be reserved for our professional lives. As
Chapter 6 explains, "smart" technologies will permeate our homes, our vehicles,
our public buildings, and our public spaces.
The dynamic we will have with these "smart" technologies will be much more
"egalitarian" than the dynamic we have always had with "dumb" technologies. The
dynamic shifts from deliberate physical manipulation to an unconscious, presumed symbiosis. Some theorists who work in the area of ambient technology cite
electricity as an analogue of "smart" technology; their goal is to make these "smart"
technologies as ubiquitous, and as invisible, as electricity is to us. I am sitting in
my study writing this on my laptop. I am aware that I am "using" the laptop, but
until I began this topic, I was quite unaware that I am also "using" electricity. My
awareness will be fleeting; electricity has come to my consciousness for the
moment, but in a few seconds it will recede into the background and I will forget
it, again.
My goal, to this point, is simply to illustrate how the "smart" technologies that are
being developed (and deployed) differ from the technologies we have known so
far. As the example given above and the scenarios with which this chapter began

10
II
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Neil Gershenfeld. When Things Start to "Think (New York: Owl Books. 2000). II.
For more "smart" technology scenarios. see Chapter 6.
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demonstrate, "smart" technologies differ from traditional "dumb" technologies in
two important respects: One is that thanks to artificial intelligence, "smart" technologies are capable of acting on their own. They can therefore work with us by
anticipating our needs and fulfilling them; they can also replace us by taking over
certain tasks, such as operating motor vehicles. The second difference is that
"smart" technologies are meant to be, and will be, unobtrusive; as noted above,
they will fade into the background and disappear from our awareness. This is why
they are commonly referred to as "ambient" technologies.
As the next four chapters explain, our law assumes "dumb" technology and the
consequent "user" dynamic. This foundational assumption is actually an aggregate of accreted assumptions that have evolved over the centuries as "dumb" technologies became more complex and took on more functions. That the disconnect
between this foundational assumption and the role modern technologies play in
our lives and in our societies is accelerating is increasingly apparent-at least to
those of us who work with law. Our emerging awareness of this disconnect has
prompted some to call for remedial measures such as "updating our tech statutes:'
"adopting new tech laws:' or "wiping the slate clean and starting over" with our
statutory frameworks. None of these measures has been implemented, none of
them is likely to be, and none is likely to be effective if it is implemented. These are
traditional fixes for a nontraditional problem. We need to rethink- reconceptualize-the relationship that should exist between our law and our technology, a
necessary but daunting undertaking, quite beyond the scope and ambitions of
this book. My goal in this book is to explain why we need to reconceptualize
this relationship and to offer some suggestions as to how we might best go about
doing this.
Throughout most of this book, I assume a stark differentiation between "dumb"
and "smart" technologies; I also assume that once "smart" technologies populate
our environments, they will dominate to the point that "dumb" technologies will
recede into insignificance, if not oblivion. Both assumptions are to some extent
artificial; for at least a good part of the foreseeable future, we will certainly see a
blending of the two types of technology. And I, at least, assume "dumb" technologies will always be with us. What, after all, would replace a hammer? (Perhaps I
should ask, instead, if we really need a "smart" hammer.) I make these exaggerated assumptions because I believe they will make it easier to follow my exposition of how the relationship that currently exists between law and technology
evolved and also my argument as to why the relationship must evolve if it is to
continue to achieve its intended purposes.
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